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I. INTRODUCTION

Family law throughout the United States is continually evolving to better fit the needs of the family, especially children, involved in such sensitive matters.\(^1\) Litigation in family law cases usually involves disputes over deeply personal issues.\(^2\) The parties to the dispute are typically going through an emotional and difficult time as they try to rebuild their lives and, at the same time, deal with a complicated court system.\(^3\) To better fit this evolving and specialized area of law and protect the family, many states have enacted separate court systems and rules of procedure specific to family law cases to better address the problems unique to this area of law.\(^4\) Because of the sensitive and emotional nature of family law, it is a specialized area of law that diverges significantly from other types of civil cases.\(^5\) While a contract or property dispute can withstand the adversarial and conflict-driven nature inherent in litigation, this method does not adequately serve the family where they often have to interact with each other on a regular basis outside the courthouse.

Idaho recently followed the national trend toward creating a specialized family law system that protects the family by implementing the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, which reorganizes the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in a way that tailors them to family law cases.\(^6\) The Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure also include brand new rules to address specific and unique problems that Idaho judges and practitioners experienced in family law cases over the years.\(^7\) Since implementation of the rules statewide, there has been some confusion and re-

---

3. See id.
7. Id.
sistance surrounding the new set of rules of procedure as they pertain to family law cases.

Idaho’s adoption of new rules of procedure to suit the evolving needs of the family is a step in the right direction, but there are still adjustments that should be made to more effectively serve the family. Part II of this article describes the origin of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure and the evolution of the rules prior to implementation statewide. Part III explores the final product of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, including the reorganization and modification of the rules of civil procedure to better apply to family law cases, and also addresses each of the rules new to Idaho. It also describes the evaluations conducted of the rules during a year-long Pilot Project in the Fourth Judicial District of Idaho, as well as current evaluations of the rules in practice statewide. Finally, Part IV discusses the areas that the new rules of procedure have not yet patched, and offers suggestions for how to improve the rules to better fit and protect the family. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that adopting new rules of procedure to address the needs of Idaho families is a step in the right direction, but there are some important adjustments that should be made to effectively and efficiently serve the needs of the family. Clearly, in the context of family law, dealing with families is different and special steps must be taken to protect the family in our adversarial court system.

II. HISTORY OF THE NEW IDAHO RULES OF FAMILY LAW PROCEDURE

As with all innovations, the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure started with an idea. And like most good ideas, the one that led to Idaho’s new family law rules happened at a social event: in 2008, two Ada County magistrate judges attended a judicial conference in Sun Valley about the participation of children in court proceedings. During their conference discussions, Judge Russell A. Comstock and Judge David E. Day realized that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure wholly failed to address the important issue that had brought the jurists together. Seeing the omission as a major flaw in Idaho’s family law system, the judges talked about ways to fix it. The chat quickly grew to include other family law problems that the two encountered regularly, which were going similarly unremedied.

Having identified a number of recurring issues within Idaho’s family law system, Judges Comstock and Day decided to take action. While many good ideas never move past the discussion stage, Judges Com-

8. Id.
9. Id.
10. Id.
stock and Day were determined to find a solution. And they did. As a result of their conversation, the Ada County Family Law Working Group (“Group”) was born.11

The Group, which consisted of both attorneys and magistrate judges, came about to explore and analyze a trend emerging in several states—the creation of a set of procedural rules that apply only to family law cases.12 Especially curious to determine whether such a system would benefit Idaho,13 the Group examined the reoccurring family law problems identified by Judges Comstock and Day; it tried to recalibrate the rules of civil procedure and evidence to address those concerns and worked toward giving Idaho a more efficient method of resolving family law matters.14

A. Recurring Family Law Problems in Idaho

Just like it is in the rest of the country, family law in Idaho is evolving into a specialized area of law, one full of issues unique to it that, at the time the Group convened, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure did not adequately address.15 Those unique issues affect everything from initial disclosures to evidentiary admissions and everyone from children to pro se litigants. One major gap in the law concerned the extent to which children should participate in cases, including how and when to obtain a child’s wishes related to custody.16 In addition to those particular children’s issues, the law also suffered from a lack of disclosure of basic financial information by one party or both, case management difficulty caused by the vagaries of notice pleading, particularly in modification cases,17 and confusion that resulted from trouble locating the relevant rules.18 This last problem arose because the rules applicable to family law in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure were at the time scattered; many rules had been added as subparts to other rules, making them difficult to find and use for people who did not regularly see family law cases.19

11. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
17. Id. at 40.
18. Id.
19. Id.
1. Difficulties in Obtaining a Child’s Wishes and How to Include Children in Court Proceedings

Prior to adopting the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, obtaining the wishes of a child—and introducing the child’s wishes in a court proceeding—was difficult under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. No civil procedure rule addressed how children should participate in court proceedings. Additionally, under the Idaho Rules of Evidence, allowing testimony by someone other than the child, such as a parent or relative, about the child’s wishes in a custody case was prohibited by Idaho Rule of Evidence 802, which recognized that hearsay was generally not admissible in Idaho courts.\(^\text{20}\)

The prohibition on hearsay caused particular problems in child custody matters, as young children’s wishes are often communicated, if at all, in confidence to those they trust. Small children are less likely to be willing and trustworthy participants in court; instead, they are more prone to tell their true feelings to a known adult contemporaneously. Thus, if those entrusted with the child’s words cannot share them with a judge, they often go unheard.

This was an issue because children’s participation in court proceedings is important in a system where the final judicial decision affects the child’s entire life.\(^\text{21}\) Many commentators have acknowledged that giving a child the opportunity to contribute to decisions about his or her future often contributes to the child’s psychological well-being.\(^\text{22}\) Furthermore, in Idaho the standard for determining child custody is set out in Idaho Code § 32-717, which provides that one of the factors the court must consider when making a determination in child custody cases is the wishes of the child.\(^\text{23}\)

The question then remained: how should a judge consider the wishes of the child in custody determinations? Because § 32-717 asked judges to consider the wishes of the child but contained no guidance regard-
ing how a judge should obtain those wishes, judges retained total discretion over the matter. Thus, it was up to each judge to decide how—or even if—to involve or interview a child. The lack of a uniform approach led to inconsistent procedures among judges about children’s participation in custody proceedings. Among those that did allow children to participate, three main ways to involve children emerged. The child could be involved: (1) as a witness at trial; (2) directly through an “in camera interview” by the judge; or (3) indirectly through the parties or third-parties (“hearsay”).

For those who allowed children to participate, that involvement did not resolve all the problems. At least one pervasive problem remained; when obtaining the wishes of a child in a custody dispute, the child—especially a young child—may be especially vulnerable, lacking the “cognitive and emotional capacity to be fully, or consistently, self-determining,” and as a result, the child’s wishes may not be entirely reliable. Finding a balance between those two conflicting problems—getting the wishes of the child past the “hearsay” rule to the judge and the inherent unreliability of some children’s testimony—is difficult. The rules in place prior to the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure did not provide any guidance to help judges and attorneys determine the best way to handle that problem.

Additionally, the statute guiding attorney representation of children in Idaho did not provide any guidance for the attorney about how to effectively represent the child. Idaho Code § 32-704(4), regarding the representation of a child, provided:

The court may appoint an attorney to represent the interests of a minor or dependent child with respect to his or her support, custody, and visitation, but only in those instances where the court deems legal representation necessary beyond any court ordered and court related services previously authorized for a particular case. . .

Under the statute, a judge could appoint an attorney to represent a child, but there were no specific requirements regarding the special qualifications of such an attorney, such as whether the attorney had to have any experience, skill, or training in representing a child.

Although statutory authority exists for children to have counsel, they usually do not. Thus, children typically must participate in child

24. Id.
26. Id.
29. Id.
30. Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 41.
custody proceedings through one of the other methods described above, and do so alone.\textsuperscript{31} Before the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure were adopted, a court could order a child to testify about his or her wishes or could conduct an \textit{in camera} interview.\textsuperscript{32} Often this occurred with little or no advance notice to the parties, which was stressful for the parties and, more importantly, stressful for the child.\textsuperscript{33} Adding to that stress was the fact that the methodology was left to the judge’s discretion.\textsuperscript{34} Because each judge chose how to conduct child interviews in his or her chambers, it was difficult to prepare a child to deal with the stressful situation.\textsuperscript{35} The lack of advance notice and the varying methodology used by different judges made things impossible to predict.\textsuperscript{36}

Since there was a lack of guidance for both judges and attorneys on how to allow children to participate under the old system, there was significant inconsistency around the state. The inconsistency did not effectively serve the needs of the family, and it did not fully satisfy the provision of the statute that judges must consider the wishes of the child in such cases. In addition to the old system being ill-fitting for family law when it came to children’s participation in court proceedings, it also failed to protect the child adequately. The child’s wishes had to get to the judge somehow, but the way of getting that information to the judge did not always serve the child’s best interest and often added additional stress to an already stressful situation.

2. Lack of Disclosure of Basic Financial Information by One or Both Parties

Another recurring issue in Idaho family law cases was the failure of one or both of the parties in a case to provide basic information.\textsuperscript{37} Before the implementation of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, there was no system besides the rules of discovery under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for obtaining information relevant to a case.\textsuperscript{38} The discovery rules in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure detailed only the methods of discovery that could be used in a civil case.\textsuperscript{39} They required that requested information be relevant to the case and placed the burden on the party making the discovery requests to ask for the information necessary.\textsuperscript{40}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{37} Id. at 40.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} IDAHO R. CIV. P. 26(a), 26(b)(1); Comstock & Day, \textit{supra} note 4, at 41.
  \item \textsuperscript{39} IDAHO R. CIV. P. 26(a), 26(b)(1).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} IDAHO R. CIV. P. 26(a), 26(b)(1); Comstock & Day, \textit{supra} note 4, at 41.
\end{itemize}
Due to the costs and time required to make discovery requests under the old system, in many cases discovery would not be very thorough or would not be conducted at all. That often led to a lack of information and preparation once the case reached the trial phase. The fact that parties had such difficulty accessing information important to their case would often lead to surprise and additional, probably unnecessary, conflict.

In family law matters, there is often basic information, like a party’s financial data, that is relevant and important to the case and is discoverable in nearly every type of case. However, under the old system, relevant information was not being disclosed early on in each case, which meant that the issues could not always be properly identified and resolved without a trial. Additionally, in cases involving pro se litigants—who were by nature unfamiliar with the rules of discovery—the parties lacked knowledge regarding what information they were entitled to request and how to obtain it.

Before the enactment of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, the system for obtaining basic information discoverable in nearly every type of family law case was inefficient. Because the exchange of information was not occurring early on in each case, the information would often be discovered shortly before or at trial. That kind of late discovery slowed down the process, did not facilitate negotiation on some issues that could have possibly been identified and resolved outside of court, and ultimately hurt the parties involved in many cases.

That added injury caused a lot of damage to families. Family law is already a contentious area, as the content of cases is often sensitive and personal. By not identifying and narrowing the issues that could be resolved outside of court, Idaho’s lack of early disclosure rules seemed to heap additional conflict onto an already contentious process. As the drafters of the new family law rules eventually realized, the focus should be on reducing conflict as much as possible and taking to trial only the issues that cannot be resolved by the parties beforehand.


A third recurring issue that plagued Idaho family law cases involved pro se or self-represented litigants. Those parties, being gener-

---

41. Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 41.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. See id.
46. See id.
47. Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 41.
48. See id.
49. Id. at 40.
50. See id.
ally unfamiliar with court rules, had difficulty understanding the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and how they applied in a family law case.\textsuperscript{51} The byproduct of their failure to understand how to interpret and use the rules resulted in the court receiving little relevant information from those parties.\textsuperscript{52} Since family law makes up one of the largest categories of civil cases in the Idaho—and more than half of family law cases involve a pro se or self-represented litigant—the court system struggled with the large number of people who did not understand how to apply the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.\textsuperscript{53}

It certainly made things more difficult for judges, who were trying to make equitable and just determinations in cases where they did not have all of the issues or relevant information.\textsuperscript{54} While judges are supposed to be impartial decision-makers, when it came to self-represented parties, judges sometimes had to take on the role of attorney to “level the playing field.”\textsuperscript{55} They had to guide the self-represented parties in the unfamiliar court process.\textsuperscript{56} This was a challenge for judges because pro se litigants in a hearing often caused procedural difficulties, delayed proceedings, and posed “ethically compromising dilemmas for the judge that w[ould] be perceived as unfair for either the pro se litigant or the legally represented party.”\textsuperscript{57}

Additionally, many attorneys who worked with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on a regular basis and were familiar with the rules applicable to family law cases could potentially take advantage of a self-represented litigant who did not know or understand the applicable rules, such as by withholding information the party did not even know he could request.\textsuperscript{58} Furthermore, pro se litigants tended to strain court resources because judicial proceedings were prolonged when improper or incomplete paperwork was filed.\textsuperscript{59} Those improper filings often resulted in continuances because the court did not have sufficient information to proceed in the case.\textsuperscript{60} By assisting self-represented litigants in the com-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item Id. at 42.
\item See Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 42.
\item Jessica Dixon Weaver, Overstepping Ethical Boundaries? Limitations on State Efforts to Provide Access to Justice in Family Courts, 82 FORDHAM L. REV. 2705, 2706 (2014).
\item See id.
\item Id. at 2727; see also MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 2.2 cmt. 4 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2011). Canon 2 of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct describes that a judge should be impartial and fair. Rule 2.2, comment 4 further addresses a judge’s role with pro se litigants and states: “it is not a violation of this Rule for a judge to make reasonable accommodations to ensure pro se litigants the opportunity to have their matters fairly heard.”
\item See generally Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 40.
\item Leslie Feitz, Pro Se Litigants in Domestic Relations Cases, 21 J. AM. ACAD. MATRIM. LAW. 193, 195 (2008).
\item Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
plicated legal processes, the court would reap “a variety of benefits for
the legal system, including saved time in courtrooms, minimized unpro-
ductive court appearances, expeditious handling of cases and [the] in-
creased ability of the of the court to [handle] its overflowing caseload.”

Under the old system, prior to enacting the Idaho Rules of Family
Law Procedure, the system was highly ineffective both in helping judges
make a fair determination in the outcome of a case and in getting all of
the relevant information to a judge. This led to a slower-moving court
system and the potential for inequality in the process. With the family
law rules, pro se litigants are in a much better position to litigate, par-
ticularly by providing more relevant information to the court.

4. Additional Problems in Idaho Family Law

Prior to the implementation of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Pro-
cedure, the rules relating to family law were scattered—and included as
sub-parts to unrelated rules—throughout the Idaho Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure in a way that was hard to navigate. The disparate locations of
the rules was especially difficult for people who were not using the fami-
ly law rules on a regular basis, such as pro se litigants and attorneys
who take on only the occasional family law case. Only attorneys who
regularly practiced family law knew where the rules were located or
what specific subparts of rules related to family law. For example,
“rules in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure have been expanded to in-
clude subparts that apply to family law rules, such as Rule 16 that is
about pre-trial procedure and has been expanded to include alternative
trial techniques common in family law like Informal Custody trials.”
The Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure consists of only five rules new
to Idaho, and the rest of the rules (about 90%) are modified from the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and reorganized into a new logical and
numerical sequence.

Not only were the rules related to family law scattered and added
as subparts to other rules of procedure for any other type of civil case,
but the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure apply to all types of civil cases,
not just family law. That meant many of the rules of procedure were
not easily applicable in family law cases, like the rules referring to jury

61. Id. at 198.
62. See Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 40.
63. Id. at 41.
64. Id. at 41–42.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 40.
67. Id.
68. See id. 41–42.
The result was confusion about what rules to apply and how the rules would be interpreted by a judge in family law cases. Finally, the Idaho Rules of Evidence were ineffective at getting all of the relevant information to a judge in a court proceeding. Hearsay evidence arose in nearly every custody trial. However, under the Idaho Rules of Evidence, hearsay evidence was inadmissible. As mentioned in Part II.A.1, that strict standard made it difficult for the judge to obtain the wishes of the child in custody proceedings without directly involving the child through testimony. In custody proceedings, the majority of evidence heard by a judge is through testimony of the parties, children, or third parties; often, to hear all relevant evidence, judges are more liberal in allowing hearsay evidence in those cases. Additional evidence, such as school reports, medical records, or other documentation—to be admitted in a court proceeding under a strict reading of the Rule of Evidence—would require laying the proper foundation. That would require a professional, such as a doctor or a counselor, to testify at trial as to the legitimacy of the document before it would be admitted, even though that would add significant burden and cost to the parties, be difficult to accomplish, and was overall unnecessary for indisputably valid documents.

These recurring problems in Idaho family law showed that the system in place under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Rules of Evidence was ill-fitting for family law, in large part because those rules were unorganized and difficult to navigate. Many problems in family law were not directly addressed under either of these sets of rules. Additionally, pro se litigants, who represent an increasingly large percentage of parties in family law cases, were unable to effectively use the complicated rules previously in place. The family law rules were intended to address this ineffective system that made it difficult for magistrate judges to make equitable decisions in some cases without being forced to bend the rules.

B. Creation of the Ada County Family Law Working Group to Address the Problems in Idaho Family Law

To address the recurring problems in the area of family law, Judge Comstock and Judge Day created the Ada County Family Law Working
Group ("Group") in 2008. The Group consisted of six members, two magistrate judges and four practitioners. The members included magistrate judges and a cross-section of attorneys from large firms, small firms, and solo practices, in an attempt to receive input from a variety of viewpoints.

The purpose of the Group was to "explore the efficacy of having a self-contained set of rules to complement the specialty into which family law cases have evolved." The members of the Group researched and analyzed examples of specialized family law rules of procedure from states all over the country, including Florida, Arizona, Minnesota, West Virginia, and Delaware. These states all had specialized family law rules; some were stand-alone sets of rules, and others were collections of rules designed to supplement the state's rules of civil procedure. Therefore, the first decision the Group had to make was which model Idaho should follow.

The Group decided to follow Arizona's example and draft a stand-alone set of rules consisting of all of the rules of procedure that relate to family law cases. Arizona chose to implement a stand-alone set of rules to better address the adversarial nature of family law. Arizona wanted to create a better, less conflict-driven system that would be less destructive for families.

Arizona took that approach because family law cases are a unique type of civil case; they do not usually end with the final determination of

77. Comstock and Day, supra note 4, at 40.
78. Comstock and Day, supra note 4, at 41. The two magistrate judges were Judge Comstock and Judge Day. Id. The four practitioners were Stanley W. Welsh, James Bevis, Joanne Kibodeaux, and Matthew Gustavel. Id. Joanne Kibodeaux is now a magistrate judge in Ada County, Fourth Judicial District Court, Judges, http://fourthjudicialcourt.idaho.gov/judges/kibodeaux_joanne.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2016).
79. Comstock and Day, supra note 4, at 40.
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
86. Armstrong, supra note 85 at 31.
a judge on any particular component of the proceeding. Instead, they often have additional issues to resolve over time, such as the division of assets or child-related matters. As a result, the court remains active in the parties’ lives for longer than it would in a different kind of civil case, and maintaining a good relationship among all involved is critical.87

Once the Group decided to create a stand-alone set of rules of procedure for family law, it next drafted five new rules designed to address the recurring problems in family law that were not addressed by any rule in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.88 The Group divided up the sections for drafting the new rules, and then met quarterly to discuss the language of the rules.89 It also reorganized and modified the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure related to family law to consolidate the rules into one location, the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure. They included all of the new rules and all of the rules from the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure that were applicable in family law.90

In November 2012, after the Group finished the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, the Idaho Supreme Court approved the Rules as a Pilot Project in the Fourth Judicial District, effective January 1, 2013.91 The Planning and Research Department of the Administrative Office of the Courts conducted surveys of judges, practitioners, and court assistance officers during 2013.92 The purpose of the evaluation was “to collect and analyze feedback from stakeholders regarding the pilot utilization of the IRFLP in order to identify both potential advantages and concerns prior to implementation statewide.”93 Once the Planning and Research Department obtained quarterly survey results, they presented an analysis of the results—and the Department’s findings regarding the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure—to the Idaho Supreme Court.94 The Idaho Supreme Court mandated that the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure be implemented statewide by July 1, 2015.95 All of the Idaho judicial districts implemented the rules as of March 2015.96 Since

87. Id.
88. Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 40.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id. (the Fourth Judicial District includes Ada, Elmore, Boise, and Valley counties).
93. Id. at 1.
94. Id.
96. The last District to implement the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure was the 3rd Judicial District. The 3rd District implemented the rules to be effective after September 1, 2014. In re: Implementation of Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure in the Third
implementation, several of the rules have been amended, effective as of July 1, 2015.\textsuperscript{97}

III. IDAHO’S TAILORING OF THE IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE TO BETTER FIT FAMILY LAW CASES

Before the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure were created, the only way to describe the rules relevant to family law in Idaho was \textit{scattered, unorganized,} and \textit{ill-fitting}.\textsuperscript{98} The rules related to family law were spread throughout the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and furthermore because the rules applied to all civil cases they did not adequately address common family law problems.\textsuperscript{99} This system was ineffective to fit the evolving and specialized needs of family law, an area of law that demands making a contentious litigation process as easy as possible to better facilitate litigations for the family. For this reason, the Group desired to reorganize the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in a way that flows naturally the way a family law case flows to make the rules more user-friendly for everyone.\textsuperscript{100} However, merely reorganizing the existing rules of procedure was not sufficient to address all of the problems facing attorneys and judges. Therefore, to fill the holes left by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the Group drafted five rules new to Idaho with the intention of better serving the unique needs of the family.\textsuperscript{101}

A. Reorganization and Modification of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure

By stripping down the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and redesigning them, the rules were better suited for family law. One of the goals of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure detailed in the Pilot Project was to organize the family law rules in a way that increases attorney efficiency and ease of use.\textsuperscript{102} A second goal detailed in the Pilot Project was “to modify existing rules or develop new rules that improve attorney effectiveness, improve time management and timeliness, improve protection of the rights of individuals, and ultimately improve the quality of decisions made by the court.”\textsuperscript{103}

In the Pilot Project, a survey was conducted by the Planning and Research Department of the Administrative Office of the Courts of attorneys, judges, and court-assistance officers. The results showed that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{97} See Comstock & Day, supra note 4.
  \item \textsuperscript{98} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{99} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{100} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{101} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{102} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{103} Id.
\end{itemize}
attorneys who practiced family law regularly were strongly in favor of
the new organization of the rules, while attorneys who did not practice
family law for the majority of their practice struggled with it.104 Common
problems with the rules among attorneys surveyed was that there
was a “time loss” in double checking the rules and comparing the Idaho
Rules of Family Law Procedure with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
and of more concern was the language modifications in certain rules
from the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to the Idaho Rules of Family
Law Procedure.105

Judges also had a mixed reaction to the reorganization of the Idaho
Rules of Family Law Procedure during the pilot project evaluation.106
Some judges responded positively to having one concise set of rules ap-
licable in family law case.107 Others, however, had concerns about juggling
between the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for some cases and the
Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure for other cases.108 One judge was
quoted: “I just don’t know why we need another brand new set of 180
pages of rules when 80% of them are already written down in the first
set of rules.”109 Another judge commented, “take the family law rules
that we need . . . and put those in a separate section in the rules and say
‘all civil rules apply to these unless they’re inconsistent . . .‘”110

Based on the survey responses received, the Planning and Research
Department recommended that continued efforts be made to simplify
the organization of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure.111 Specifi-
cally, the Planning and Research Department recommended that the
language of some of the rules both within the Idaho Rules of Family
Law Procedure and between the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure be modi-
fi ed for consistency.112 Additionally, the Department recommended that
an index be created, that the new or modified rules be notated within
the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, that there also be a notation
of the counterpart in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and that there
be annotations in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to their counter-
part in the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure.113 In response to these
recommendations, prior to implementing the Idaho Rules of Family Law
Procedure statewide, a cross reference table was created that shows the

104. See Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 11.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id.
108. PILOT IDAHO RULES, supra note 92, at 12.
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Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the corresponding rule in the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure.\textsuperscript{114} The Group organized the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure so that the rules flow logically the way that a family law case would proceed.\textsuperscript{115} The purpose of organizing the rules this way was to meet the overall goals of increasing ease of use, attorney efficiency, and time management.\textsuperscript{116} As Judges Comstock and Day explained:

(a) They [the rules] are easier to use and logically follow the progression of civil litigation. Pleadings are in the 200 series; Judgments are in the 800's. No longer are discovery rules spilling over the mid-twenties into the thirties; rather, all discovery rules are contained in the 400 series; (b) Each numbered rule covers only one specific topic; and (c) There is considerable room to expand and/or modify the rules within each category while keeping the integrity of the overall organization of the rules.\textsuperscript{117}

In a recent survey,\textsuperscript{118} I asked attorneys statewide whether “The reorganization of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure related to family law have made the rules easier to use in family law cases because the rules flow logically the way a family law case proceeds.” Of fifteen (15) family law attorney respondents, 13.33% strongly agreed, 33.33% agreed, 20% were neutral, and 26.67% disagreed with this statement. One attorney commented that “they are handy to have in one place.” These results are fairly consistent with the results of the Pilot Project.\textsuperscript{119} Based on these results, it appears that overall, the majority of attorneys are in favor of having all of the family law rules organized into one place, and although it may be a bit time consuming to acclimate to the new organization, reorganization of the rules is beneficial overall for family law practitioners.

B. Creation of New Rules to Address Problems Specific to Family Law in Idaho

In addition to reorganizing and modifying the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure so that they can be easily and effectively applied in family law cases, the Group specially drafted and implemented five rules that are brand new to Idaho family law as part of the Idaho Rules of Family

\textsuperscript{115} Comstock & Day, supra, note 4, at 42.
\textsuperscript{116} PILOT IDAHO RULES, supra note 92, at 3.
\textsuperscript{117} Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 42.
\textsuperscript{118} I conducted a survey in February 2015 of family law practitioners in Idaho through SurveyMonkey. See Results infra Appendix B.
\textsuperscript{119} See Results infra Appendix B.
The purpose of drafting and implementing new rules specific to family law was to address the problems and fill the gaps left by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Idaho Rules of Evidence. Four of the rules were modeled after similar rules enacted by other states, and one of the rules is unique to Idaho.

1. Rules Drafted with Guidance from Similar Rules in Other States

There are four rules brand new to family law in Idaho that were modeled after similar rules in other states. The new rules are Mandatory Disclosure in Contested Proceedings, Motions for Temporary Orders, Relaxed Standard of Evidence, and Children’s Participation in Court Proceedings.

   a. Rule 401—Mandatory Disclosure in Contested Proceedings

   The new rule requiring mandatory disclosure of certain information by each party within the first thirty-five days of a responsive pleading is one of the most controversial of the newly implemented rules. The rule provides (in part):

   The requirements of this rule are minimum disclosure requirements for every family law case. Unless otherwise provided for in this rule or agreed to in writing by the parties or ordered by the court, within thirty-five (35) days after the filing of a responsive pleading, each party shall disclose in writing, signed under oath, to every other party the information set forth in this rule.

   As discussed in detail in Part II. A., supra, one of the recurring problems in Idaho family law cases prior to the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure was that basic financial information was not being disclosed by the parties early enough in the cases. Under the prior system, information could only be exchanged by the parties by filing discovery. However, in many family law cases discovery was not filed because of a lack of money, lack of knowledge, or lack of motivation and/or laziness. This resulted in attorneys’ lack of preparation and lack of information at trial, as well as prolonging settlement discussions for many
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cases and slowing down the court process.¹²⁷ For this reason, the Group created a rule that would require certain information that is common to all types of family law cases to be exchanged by the parties early in the process. This is supposed to facilitate the progression of cases and settlement discussions, and hopefully avoid trial in more cases.¹²⁸

The goal the new Mandatory Disclosure rule was intended to achieve for attorneys in Idaho was to “improve attorney effectiveness, improve time management and timelines, improve protection of the rights of individuals, and ultimately improve the quality of decisions made by the courts.”¹²⁹ For self-represented litigants, the goal of this rule was to provide a “means to collect and exchange necessary information in a timely manner.”¹³⁰ The desired advantages of this rule is: (a) Relevant information is disclosed early; (b) Early disclosure means early identification of issues and earlier preparation; (c) Better preparation means timely resolution of cases; and (d) Better preparation and timely resolution of cases means costs savings to the parties and the court system.¹³¹

The mandatory disclosure rule is intended to decrease the overall cost of preparing discovery for information that is common in family law cases.¹³² It is also intended to motivate the parties to exchange information early in the process so that cases are ready for mediation or settlement discussions earlier.¹³³ At trial this is supposed to result in increasing the “likelihood that the parties will present more relevant information than they otherwise might, which should lead to better decision making.”¹³⁴ The Mandatory Disclosure rule is not intended to duplicate discovery, but to “simplify, standardize and expedite an exchange of information.”¹³⁵ In fact, additional discovery for information not required by the mandatory disclosure rule should be prepared separately.¹³⁶

i. Mandatory Disclosure Rules in Arizona and Florida

While the rule requiring mandatory disclosure of certain information common to family law cases is new to Idaho, Arizona, and Florida previously implemented similar rules. The Idaho Mandatory Disclosure rule followed these similar models.

¹²⁷  Id. at 41.
¹²⁸  IDAHO R. CIV. P. 26(a), 26(b)(1).
¹²⁹  PILOT IDAHO RULES, supra note 92, at 3.
¹³⁰  Id.
¹³¹  Comstock & Day, supra note 4, at 41.
¹³²  Id.
¹³³  Id.
¹³⁴  See supra note 53.
¹³⁵  Id. at 4.
¹³⁶  Id.
Mandatory Disclosure is a new rule to Idaho, however, this rule was modeled after a mandatory disclosure rule implemented by the Arizona courts in 2006.\textsuperscript{137} The purpose of this rule is to “resolve and narrow issues early in the case and avoid protracted discovery and litigation when such procedures are not necessary.”\textsuperscript{138} The Arizona rule for minimum mandatory disclosure provides:

The requirements of this rule are minimum disclosure requirements for every family law case. Unless otherwise provided for in this rule or agreed to by the parties, within forty (40) days after the filing of a response to an initial petition, each party shall disclose in writing to every other party the information set forth in this rule. (Subsections (A)-(I) omitted, detailing the specific information required to disclose (A) Resolution statement; (B) Child Support; (C) Spousal Maintenance and Attorneys’ Fees and Costs; (D) Property; (E) Debts; (F) Disclosure of Witnesses; (G) Disclosure of Expert Witnesses; (H) Continuing Duty to Disclose; (I) Additional Discovery.\textsuperscript{139}

Also, the following rule, Rule 50, details what is required when the parties believe that the case is more complex and that more detailed disclosure is necessary:

Not later than twenty (20) days after filing of a responsive pleading, if a party believes more detailed disclosure is necessary than that set forth in Rule 49, that party shall file a notice with the court that disclosure pursuant to Rule 26.1, Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure, shall be required. If this rule is timely invoked, disclosure shall be made within forty (40) days after the filing of the notice.\textsuperscript{140}

Interestingly, the Arizona mandatory disclosure rule differs from Idaho’s because it requires that each party to a family law dispute complete a standard Resolution Statement “setting forth any agreements and a specific, detailed position the party proposes to resolve all issues in the case, without argument in support of the position.”\textsuperscript{141} The Resolution Statement must comply with Rule 97 and Forms 4 and 5, which requires information such as each party’s ideal child custody issues and

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Id.} at 46.
\textsuperscript{139} Arizona R. Family L. P. 49.
\textsuperscript{140} Arizona R. Family L. P. 50.
\textsuperscript{141} \textit{Id.} at 55; See also Davis, \textit{supra} note 137, at 46.
schedule, child support, spousal maintenance, division of property and debts, other issues, etc.\textsuperscript{142}

\textbf{B. Florida}

Florida also adopted a rule for mandatory disclosure of information in all family law cases.\textsuperscript{143} The purpose of the rule was to (hopefully) minimize the expense of litigation.\textsuperscript{144} The Florida rule initially required a more limited disclosure of certain information for incomes under \$50,000, and more extensive disclosure for incomes over \$50,000.\textsuperscript{145} However, in a 1997 amendment to the rule, the court changed the rule to require the same amount of information from the parties regardless of income.\textsuperscript{146} The Florida mandatory disclosure rule requires:

\ldots [E]ach party in a dissolution of marriage case to provide the other party with certain financial information and documents. These documents must be served on the other part within 45 days of service of the petition for dissolution of marriage or supplemental petition for modification on the respondent. \ldots\textsuperscript{147}

The rule also has a build-in exemption that exempts parties from disclosing certain information under the rule when “they are seeking a simplified dissolution of marriage. \ldots they have no minor children, have no support issues, and have filed a written settlement agreement disposing of all financial issues, or if the court lacks jurisdiction to determine any financial issues.”\textsuperscript{148} Additionally, the type and amount of information the parties must disclose may be modified by agreement of the parties or court order.\textsuperscript{149} The only requirement that cannot be waived by the parties is the requirement of disclosure of information and completion of the Child Support Guidelines Worksheet.\textsuperscript{150} Once a party has completed the mandatory disclosure under the Florida law, the party must file a Certificate of Compliance with Mandatory Disclosure with the court.\textsuperscript{151}

\begin{itemize}
\item 144. \textit{Id.}
\item 146. \textit{Florida R. Family L. P., supra note 143, at 71.}
\item 148. \textit{Florida R. Family L. P., supra note 143, at 66.}
\item 149. \textit{Id.} at 71 (Commentary).
\item 150. \textit{Id.} at 70.
\item 151. Certificate of Compliance with Mandatory Disclosure, \textit{supra note 147.}
\end{itemize}
ii. Mandatory Disclosure’s Effect on Idaho Family Law

The newly implemented requirement of disclosing information within thirty-five days of a responsive pleading has been one of the biggest changes for family law practitioners in Idaho, and has been received with mixed reviews. The Pilot Project survey asked attorneys whether they perceived that the rules “resulted in an earlier exchange of information, improved effectiveness in representation, shortened amount of time needed to ready case for settlement, or saved time.”

The survey feedback from attorneys showed that many attorneys did not agree that this rule saved time and improved effectiveness in representation. The majority of problems that attorneys encountered with the mandatory disclosure rule is that it was difficult to enforce, duplicative of discovery (which made it wasteful of time), increased client costs, the thirty-five day requirement was too short (and unnecessary when the case will be settled within a short time frame), and attorneys generally preferred to draft their own discovery. Additionally, 86% of attorneys found that the mandatory disclosure was insufficient and they had to do additional discovery specific to each case. One attorney commented “[i]t tends to result in duplicate discovery expense, in that the original mandatory submissions are usually out of date by the time settlements are being negotiated.” Another attorney suggested that “mandatory disclosure should only apply to cases in which both parties are proceeding pro se.”

When it comes to self-represented litigants, however, attorneys, judges, and court assistance offices agreed that mandatory disclosure is beneficial because they are providing more information to opposing parties and are not having to proceed through an unfamiliar and complicated discovery system. Self-represented litigants also benefitted because they were able to obtain information from the other party that they would probably not have been able to get otherwise.

In a recent survey, Idaho practitioners gave mixed results on whether the rule results in information being exchanged earlier in the process. The survey results showed 6.67% strongly agreed, 46.67%
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agreed, 13.33% felt neutral, and 33.33% disagreed. One attorney commented, “Most attorneys are not complying with this rule yet, but this will likely change as the rules become more familiar.” Another attorney commented: “But most of the time this mandatory disclosure does not give me all of the information I really need. People are very creative at ‘hiding’ income. You need bank statements, financial statements, etc. to really determine a person’s income.” Another said: “The mandatory disclosure timeline often requires more cost up front when a case might be resolving, so it is my experience that attorneys will mutually agree to delay formally disclosing the mandatory disclosures in the interests of reaching a settlement and keeping costs down.”

Other attorneys commented that the old discovery style was more productive, the new style only sometimes leads to an earlier exchanged of information, and participants do not always comply with timeliness. Additionally, one attorney suggested that this rule be tied to filing a “Notice of Appearance” because many attorneys are getting around triggering the thirty-five day timeline by filing a Notice of Appearance, which is not considered a Responsive Pleading, and therefore prolonging mandatory disclosure.

When asked whether the mandatory disclosure process has made the discovery process more cost efficient and time saving, 6.67% strongly agreed, 20% agreed, 6.67% felt neutral, 60% disagreed, and 6.67% strongly disagreed with this statement. One attorney commented: “In addition to the mandatory disclosures, each case will have its own set of specific documents and/or interrogatories.” Regarding the thirty-five day timeline, the majority of attorneys (57%) felt this was sufficient, while 14% did not agree. One attorney commented: “This is true where attorneys are up front with clients as to what needs to be collected. Self-represented litigants still have no clue as to this. Perhaps an
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168. Another attorney concern was that Mandatory Disclosure is required in every case under the rule. However, the result in many family law cases is that the parties are required to disclose a large amount of information, i.e. 5 years of taxes and list all property, when these are not contested issues in the case. Mandatory disclosure is also a burden that increases client costs when the rules require a party to disclose this information, even though the party might not have a lot of assets.
169. In response to some of the problems with the rules as originally drafted, the Idaho Supreme Court has amended several of the rules, effective as of July 1, 2015. One of the amended rules pertains to Rule 443: Sanctions for Violation of Mandatory Disclosure and Orders-Motion for Order Compelling Discovery. This provides that when a party violates the Mandatory Disclosure Rule, there is a “mechanism to bypass the motion to compel for mandatory disclosure by allowing a direct motion for sanctions. The rule was also amended to clarify that motions to compel apply to additional discovery.” Catherine Derden, Highlights of Rule Amendments Effective, THE ADVOCATE, July 1, 2015, at 54.
168. See infra app. B.
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automatic order in family law cases would assist with raising awareness.”

Another attorney commented that adding sanctions for failure to comply would be helpful.

Regarding the thirty-five day timeline of Mandatory Disclosure, some attorneys felt that this time line should be shorter, fifteen to twenty days, while other attorneys felt the timeline should be extended to see if the parties can informally disclose the information and resolve the case. When asked whether the thirty-five day timeline (after filing a responsive pleading) was sufficient for supplying Mandatory Disclosure, 6.67% strongly agreed, 53.33% agreed, 26.67% were neutral, 13.33% disagreed, and 0% strongly disagreed. One attorney commented: “I think the timeline is too short and creates a lot of unnecessary work for the parties in cases that aren’t overly contested. I also think the disclosure rules need to be tailored to the divorce vs. custody as different information is needed depending on the case.”

b. Rule 504–Motions for Temporary Orders

A common and prevalent problem in Idaho is that the court docket is full and slow-moving, which disservices the emergency situations that often come up in family law cases which need to get to a judge as soon as possible, such as child custody determinations during a pending marriage dissolution. Another rule newly implemented in Idaho to address this pressing issue is Rule 504 regarding Motions for Temporary Orders. This rule was adopted from a local rule in the Fourth Judicial District and was designed to make the process for Motions for Tempo-
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174. An example of one problem Idaho attorneys may face during pending divorces is when one parent is worried that the contentiousness in the case will lead the other parent to not return the child. This fear can (and does) result in the parent refusing to allow the child to visit the other parent until the court orders a final visitation schedule. To prevent problems like this, it is essential that these Motions for Temporary Orders, which make temporary determinations such as child visitations schedules until a Final Judgment can be issued by the court, be heard quickly.

175. Fourth Judicial District Local Rule 8.5. provides: Motions for Temporary Orders in Family Court – Mandatory Disclosure. 8.5.a. Scope. This rule is limited in application to the following cases filed in the Fourth Judicial District: divorce (including claims for spousal maintenance and attorney’s fees), paternity, child custody, child support, and modification of child custody and child support orders. 8.5.b. Form of Motion. A party seeking temporary orders pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 32-704 and 32-717 shall file a separate verified motion with the court setting forth the legal and jurisdictional basis for the motion and the specific relief requested. The motion shall include the following information and documents where relevant: 8.5.b.1. Custody and Parenting Time. If a party seeks an order for temporary custody, parenting time, or visitation, the motion shall set forth a proposed parenting plan specifically stating the custody, parenting time, and visitation requested for all parties to the action. If not contained in a separate affidavit or pleading previously filed in the case, the
rary orders more time efficient to more effectively serve the immediate needs of the family. 176 The new rule provides in part:

A party seeking temporary orders pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 32-704 and 32-717 shall file a separate verified motion, or a motion and affidavit, with the court setting forth the legal and jurisdictional bases for the motion and the specific relief requested . . . Motions for temporary orders shall be heard and decided exclusively on the motion and affidavits unless, at the hearing on the motion for temporary orders, the court determines that the parties should be allowed to present evidence. In such case, the court shall schedule an evidentiary hearing within a reasonable time. . . . 177

Before this rule was implemented in Idaho, the process for temporary orders was that a judge would conduct hearings that were supposed to be short, but often the parties would present testimony and sometimes testimony of witnesses. 178 This resulted in lengthy and expensive “mini-trials” of the issues, which was difficult since the “mini-trials” typically occurred before discovery, so the court was often unfamiliar with the issues in the case. “In essence, the parties would attempt to try many or all of the issues in the case at this early hearing before the date set for the formal trial.” 179 The new rule for temporary orders requires that the parties file affidavits, then the court may conduct an evidentiary hearing if it determines that one is necessary in that particular case. 180 Although determining temporary orders based on affidavits can be difficult because it is more difficult to determine credibility through affidavits than through live testimony, this rule is in many cases a time saving and money saving alternative for both the court and the parties. 181
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i. Arizona’s Rule Regarding Motions for Temporary Orders

The rule for issuing Temporary Orders in Arizona was created because the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure had given no guidance on how to apply the rule for temporary orders.\(^\text{182}\) Rule 47 is unique to family law and specifically authorizes temporary orders on a variety of family law issues, including custody, parenting time, child support, spousal maintenance, and attorneys’ fees.\(^\text{183}\) It provides procedures for seeking such orders, which may be issued in both pre-decree and post-decree cases.\(^\text{184}\) The rule requires the court to set a conference or hearing within 30 days after a request.\(^\text{185}\) The rule also provides for simplified and summary procedures for obtaining child support.\(^\text{186}\) Finally, the rule provides a procedure to request expedited relief.\(^\text{187}\)

Basically this rule clarified that any temporary orders can be requested by filing a separate motion that contains the legal and jurisdictional basis for the motion and the specific relief requested.\(^\text{188}\) Additionally, the parties must include a proposed parenting plan, child support worksheet, and disclosure documents if child support is desired, and other specific information if spousal maintenance is requested, such as property and debt information.\(^\text{189}\) With emergency temporary orders and restraining orders, the process is almost identical to the old system under the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure (incorporated into the Arizona Rules of Family Law Procedure under Rule 48).\(^\text{190}\)

ii. Temporary Orders and its Effect on Idaho Family Law

In the Pilot Project survey,\(^\text{191}\) attorneys were asked whether this rule saved time to obtain temporary orders, clarified expectations of the court, or resulted in reasonable dispositions.\(^\text{192}\) Many attorneys were neutral towards these statements, but noted that the rule does standardize the expectations and requirements of judges, which may help
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\(^{191}\) Attorneys, judges, and court assistance officers surveyed in the Pilot Project had already been operating under the Motions for Temporary Orders rule, which was already a local rule in the Fourth Judicial District. Therefore it was not a significant change for the Fourth District. This could be a potential explanation for the neutral responses received in the Pilot Project. However, for other Judicial Districts in the state this is a brand new rule. Local Rules of the District Court and Magistrate Division for the Fourth Judicial District, FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, http://fourthjudicialcourt.idaho.gov/pdf/2011fourth_judicial_district-rules.pdf.
\(^{192}\) PILOT IDAHO RULES, supra note 92, at 22.
with uniformity. However, attorneys also noted problems when the
rule is combined with the new relaxed standard of evidence (see supra
Part. IV. C.), results in “opposing counsel providing large affidavits with
‘any and all even barely relevant hearsay evidence.’”

Judges also had mixed perceptions of the rule because it can be
cumbersome since some attorneys file extensive motions and still seek
to make the Motions for Temporary Orders into “mini-trials.” One
judge suggested amending the rule to limit the number of pages attor-
neys may file. Because the judge has the discretion whether or not to
hold a hearing based on the information received in the affidavits, attor-
nies might file lengthy affidavits in an attempt to cover all of the po-
tentially relevant information in a case. This adds additional burden on
the judge, and also on the attorney because the attorney must, almost
cclairvoantly, try to determine what information a judge would like to
see in the affidavit to make a decision. In response to the issues with the
length of affidavits under the rule as originally written, the rule was
amended, effective July 1, 2015, to limit the number of pages to twenty,
and to limit the affidavits to four.

In a recent survey of attorneys statewide, Rule 504 received
mixed reviews from attorneys. When asked whether the rule has saved
time and costs in obtaining a temporary order, attorneys responded:
20% strongly agreed, 33.33% agreed, 6.67% were neutral, 33.33% disa-
greed, and 6.67% strongly disagreed. One attorney commented “I be-
lieve this process encourages people to make false representations to the
court because they do not have to appear in front of the judge. Being
able to determine someone’s demeanor in court is often critical for a
judge to make a better decision.” Another disagreed with this rule be-
cause “Clients are not happy with the process because they do not feel
they have had their day in court. Kids are yanked away based on who
prepares the best affidavit, not necessarily the facts to support. There-
fore attorneys are hired when pro se could handle themselves.”

Another attorney mentioned “the rules indicate that temporary motions
will be decided on affidavits, but do not specify how many affidavits can
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be submitted in support/opposition, so it can (and has) lead to multiple affidavits from not just the parties, but supporting witnesses as well. This increases costs and time. Ultimately this rule seems to save time and client costs when it is used properly, however some ambiguity in the rule and the process itself tends to support that there are some remaining issues that should be addressed. Although it may save court time, deciding cases based on affidavits may not be the most effective way to make a just outcome in some cases. In cases where a judge determines not to hold a hearing on the motion, the outcome, based only on the affidavits filed, cannot take into account the judge’s determination on the client’s character or demeanor based on a paper filing with no in-person testimony or appearance. Lastly, it is often difficult for attorneys to anticipate every issue and question that a judge would like to have addressed in a specific case, and when the motion is decided based solely on affidavits there is no opportunity to ask the client after the fact about a question or issue the judge has. Instead, every issue needs to be anticipated and included in the affidavit for a judge to consider. This can lead to an unjust result that does not effectively serve the family in every case.

c. Rule 102–Relaxed Standard of Evidence

Another newly implemented rule in Idaho that has been controversial among attorneys and judges in Idaho is Rule 102 which sets out a more relaxed standard of evidence than the previous standard under the Idaho Rules of Evidence. This rule was modified from a similar rule in the Arizona Rules of Family Law Procedure. The new Idaho rule provides in part:

[A]ll relevant evidence is admissible, provided, however, that the court shall exclude evidence if its probative value is outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, needless presentation of cumulative evidence, lack of reliability or failure to adequately and timely disclose same. . . records of regularly conducted activity as defined in Rule 803(6), Idaho Rules of Evidence, may be admitted into evidence without testimony of a custodian or other qualified witness as to its authenticity if such document (i) appears complete and accurate on its face, (ii) appears to be relevant and reliable, and (iii) is seasonably disclosed
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and copies are provided at time of disclosure to all other parties.\(^{204}\)

The relaxed standard of evidence is currently acting as the default rule under the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, unless one of the parties files a notice within 30 days to opt-in to the stricter Idaho Rules of Evidence.\(^{205}\) The relaxed standard allows more information in a court proceeding, which makes it easier for a judge to hear more relevant evidence that otherwise would be difficult to bring in under the stricter Idaho Rules of Evidence, such as hearsay evidence.\(^{206}\) The relaxed standard of evidence allows the judge to hear all relevant and material evidence, unless the probative value of the evidence is outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, that is cumulative, that confuses the issues, that is unreliable or that has not been timely disclosed.\(^{207}\) Hearsay and character evidence arise in nearly every custody trial and is now admissible under the new standard, but there is still the requirement that the evidence be reliable in place as a safeguard.\(^{208}\) Additionally, the standard is easier for self-represented litigants to understand and use.\(^{209}\) With every type of evidence that a party wishes to admit in a trial, the judge still retains discretion whether or not that evidence may come in and what weight should be given to the evidence.\(^{210}\)

i. Arizona’s Relaxed Standard of Evidence Rule

Idaho’s relaxed standard of evidence in family law cases was partially inspired by the almost identical rule implemented in Arizona in 2006. The Arizona rule generally provides:

“The rules of evidence are relaxed in family law cases unless a party timely invokes the formal Rules of Evidence, except that even if the formal rules are invoked, the requirements for admission and consideration of certain documentary evidence are relaxed. Under the relaxed rules, the court will generally follow the rules applicable to administrative hearings- relevant evidence is admissible unless its probative value is outweighed by other, specified considerations.”\(^{211}\)

Similar to the Idaho rule, the Arizona rule provides that either party may opt-out of the relaxed standard of evidence by filing a motion with the court at least forty-five days prior to a hearing or trial.\(^{212}\) Addi-
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tionally, the relaxed standard allows for certain documents, such as drug testing results, to be submitted at trial, where under the stricter rule of evidence these documents would not be able to be allowed without laying foundation, such as bringing in an expert, which increases costs and is often difficult to do.\textsuperscript{213} The goal of relaxing the formal rules of evidence is to enhance both truth seeking and efficiency.\textsuperscript{214}

ii. Relaxed Evidence Standard’s Effect on Idaho Family Law

In the Pilot Project survey respondents were asked whether the relaxed standard of evidence “saved time, enhanced their ability to get information to the court, contributed to a client’s perception of fairness or allowed information that may unfairly prejudice the court.”\textsuperscript{215} The survey responses were difficult to obtain and it was difficult for the Department to draw conclusions based on the responses in the Pilot Project because very few attorneys had cases under the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure that had gone to trial and therefore had not yet utilized this rule sufficiently to be able to provide valid feedback.\textsuperscript{216} However, some of the feedback attorneys overall approved of the rule and thought that it would help by saving valuable time in cases and increase the admissibility of relevant evidence in a trial.\textsuperscript{217} One problem that attorneys noted however, was that many attorneys were opting-in to the stricter standard of evidence for tactical reasons.\textsuperscript{218} Some of these reasons were: “(1) exclude evidence that would be inadmissible under Rules of Evidence[,] (2) preference for the Rules of Evidence[,] (3) protection of client from false accusations[,] and (4) to protect from one judge’s ‘unfair prejudice or repeated misunderstandings of the law.’”\textsuperscript{219} Other attorney concerns included the worry that self-represented litigants would bring in a large amount of evidence that might slow down the process.\textsuperscript{220}

Judges’ feedback on the relaxed standard of evidence in family law cases included the concern that judges in more rural areas of Idaho may be “less receptive to the Relaxed Rules of Evidence as compared to those judges who reside only on family law cases in the larger counties.”\textsuperscript{221} This is because judges in rural counties must hear a wider variety of civil cases and would not want a special standard for a small number of cases.\textsuperscript{222} Judges also thought that perhaps the rule should be written so
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that attorneys could opt-in to the relaxed standard of evidence instead of having the relaxed standard be the default rule.\textsuperscript{223} One judge commented: “This rule is going to be beneficial to the pro se people, but it’s gonna increase the workload, or the work effort, of the judges . . . you’re gonna have this huge volume of evidence that they’re gonna bring in and you’ve gotta sort through it.”\textsuperscript{224}

In the recent survey,\textsuperscript{225} which asked whether the relaxed standard of evidence has made it easier to get relevant information to the judge, the majority of attorneys agreed that it did: 46.67% strongly agreed, 20% agreed, 6.67% were neutral, 20% disagreed, and 6.67% strongly disagreed. However, one attorney commented: “the rules of evidence exist for a reason and that the Idaho Rules of Evidence should apply in family law cases with the exception of informal custody.”\textsuperscript{226}

d. Rule 119–Children’s Participation in Court Proceedings

The Group also drafted a new rule to provide uniform guidelines for attorneys and judges when children are involved in court proceedings. Prior to the implementation of the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, there were no guiding standards about how and when children should participate in child custody proceedings, which left it entirely to the judge’s discretion.\textsuperscript{227} Children participate in child custody proceedings directly as a witness at trial, through an “in camera interview” by the court, or through the parties or third parties (i.e. hearsay).\textsuperscript{228} There is no rule in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure that applies to children and also, in regard to appointing an attorney for the child, there is no standard set out in Idaho Code 32-704 that provides any qualifications or required experience of the appointed attorney representing the child.\textsuperscript{229}

The problem with the old system was the stress the process put on the family, especially the child, because a child could be brought to court with little or no advance notice.\textsuperscript{230} If the child was interviewed by the court the judge had sole discretion on how to conduct the interview.\textsuperscript{231} The new rule establishes the minimum qualifications for attorneys appointed to represent the child and the procedural requirements, including notice, for using the child as a witness in court proceedings.\textsuperscript{232} The advantages of this new rule are:
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(a) Children, when represented by an attorney, have one who possesses experience and skill at doing so; (b) Children can prepare for being heard in court; (c) Parties have time to consider and prepare for how their child will participate in court; and (d) The court, counsel, parties, and children are protected by the requirement that any “in camera” interview be recorded, while preserving some flexibility regarding other aspects of the manner of the interview.233

i. Arizona’s Rules Regarding Children’s Participation in the Courts

The Idaho rule guiding participation of children in child custody proceedings was modified from a similar Arizona rule. The Arizona Rule of Family Law Procedure Rule 11 provides that children may be excluded from Family Court proceedings under certain circumstances.234 Rule 12 also provides the procedures for interviews of children by the court.235 This new rule (Rule 12) “requires that, absent a stipulation of the parties to the contrary, any child interview must be recorded by a court reporter or electronic medium.”236

ii. Children’s Participation Rule’s Effect on Idaho Family Law

The Pilot Project surveyed judges and attorneys to determine whether this new rule improved party participation, decreased stress placed on a child, or increased the protection of due process.237 Overall, both judges and attorneys agreed that this rule would be beneficial and reduce conflict and time to resolution.238 However, some attorneys mentioned that they were concerned that the rule, while good, did not provide enough guidance, such as how to conduct the child interviews and attorneys’ roles in the child interviews.239

In the recent survey240 of attorneys which asked to what extent attorneys agree that “[t]he new rule guiding the participation of children in proceedings requiring advance notice has made the litigation process more consistent and easier on children,” 33% of attorneys strongly agreed with this statement, while 66% felt neutral. One attorney commented “I feel that NO child should be involved in the court process where custody is at issue, UNLESS the child is mature enough to handle the contentiousness of the litigation process. Although sometimes it is absolutely necessary for a child to testify (in cases of molestation or
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other abuse), unless it is critical, children should be kept OUT of the process. I believe this encourages attorneys to utilize the children as leverage.” Another attorney commented that although he or she had not yet had experience using this rule, it is a positive thing, “although increasing costs with the attorney requirement.”

2. Rule Unique to Idaho

In addition to looking to other states for inspiration for drafting the new rules to address recurring problems in family law in Idaho, the Group drafted a rule unique to Idaho.241 The rule that the group drafted is Rule 1001—Other Family Law Services and Resources.242 The Pilot Project described the rule:

These rules set forth specific services and resources that may be ordered, if available, in family law cases where custody or parenting time is at issue including mental health services, substance abuse screening and testing, parent education, and family violence prevention service appropriate for victims and offenders.243

The Pilot Project surveyed attorneys about whether or not this rule increased referral to court services, increased evidence so that the court could make informed decisions, or contributed to the resolution of contested cases.244 The responses received from attorneys said that this rule was useful because it grants the judge the power to order certain services, instead of just suggesting them.245 However, attorneys did note that this rule was basically just putting in writing the general practice of the magistrate judges in Ada County, and was not a major change in family law practice.246 One attorney perceived that this rule was an over-stepping of the court to order parenting classes and was “outside the role of the court to interfere or presume poor parenting.”247

C. Standardized Forms to Comply with the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure

In addition to reorganizing the rules of procedure related to family law and drafting five new rules, the Group created standardized forms that comply with the rules.248 The new forms are intended to guide at-
Attorneys and self-represented litigants in obtaining relevant information in a case and to provide forms that comply with the rules. These forms are intended to help in preparing an affidavit in support of motions for temporary orders, comply with mandatory disclosure, and prepare additional discovery, such as uniform interrogatories.249

In the Pilot Project, survey respondents were asked about three forms: Inventory of Property and Debts, Uniform Family Law Interrogatories, and Affidavit Re: Motions for Temporary Orders.250 The listed goal of the standard forms was “to provide attorneys with forms that are understandable, easy to use, and useful in preparing and managing their cases.”251 The survey results showed that self-represented litigants who used the forms Inventory of Property and Debts and Uniform Family Law Interrogatories, found the forms easy to use.252 However, the Court Assistance Officers noted in the survey that self-represented litigants were confused about when to use the forms and they often did not carefully read or fill out all of the portions of the forms.253

Attorneys were asked about whether the standard forms were easy to use and understand and if they saved time and provided sufficient information and improved the discovery process.254 With regards to Form 1, Inventory of Property and Debts, attorney feedback showed that attorneys did not believe this form saved time.255 Some suggestions mentioned that the form should provide that irrelevant information does not need to be disclosed and items within the parties’ joint possession or already disclosed do not need to be included, and there needs to be a space for clarifying the nature of the property—whether it is separate or community property.256

With the second form, the Uniform Family Law Interrogatories, attorneys’ feedback showed that the form did not include all of the questions needed, and in some cases had questions irrelevant in many cases. Attorneys noted that the form needed to be tailored based on the type of case, such as having a uniform interrogatory specific to divorce, divorce with children, modification of support and custody, and one for modification of just support.257

The third form, Affidavit Re: Motions for Temporary Orders, attorney feedback showed that the form needed tailoring because each case is unique, and the form included irrelevant questions. One attorney com-
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mented that the form and Rule 504 “spends too much time on irrelevancies and not enough on the specifics of each case . . . cases are too specific to fit in these cookie cutters.”

In the recent survey of family law attorneys in Idaho, when asked to what extent they agreed with the statement “The standard forms (i.e. Inventory of Property and Debts, Uniform Family Law Interrogatories, and Mandatory Disclosure) have been helpful and time-saving in most cases. The survey results were that 6.67% strongly agreed, 33.33% agreed, 46.67% felt neutral, and 13.33% disagreed (0% strongly disagreed). One attorney commented, “Every family law case is different. The Uniform Interrogatories don’t always address the relevant facts in a particular case. The same is true for the Mandatory Disclosure. Discovery is all about information gathering.”

Overall, the forms seem to be more beneficial for self-represented litigants than for attorneys. Many attorneys do not use the standard forms provided and instead used them as a guideline for creating their own forms and modifying the forms to fit the particular issues of their case. Additionally, many court assistance offices, while providing mixed reviews about whether the forms were helpful for self-represented litigants, agreed that for many people it was beneficial to at least have a place to start in their case. It seems that it is helpful to have standard forms that comply with the new Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, but because each case is unique in the issues it presents to an attorney, there is no way to draft a form that can be used or helpful in every case, and they are treated more as a starting point for both attorneys and self-represented litigants, but must be modified significantly in almost every case.

IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS THAT SHOULD BE MADE TO THE IDAHO RULES OF FAMILY LAW PROCEDURE

Enactment of the new Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure has brought significant change to the practice of family law in Idaho. The rules have been met with resistance by some judges and practitioners, however many believe the rules are a step in the right direction to solving some of the prevalent problems with the practice of family law in Idaho. Three of the new rules in Idaho seem to be working well. It seems to be beneficial in Idaho to have some standards in how and when chil-
Children should participate in custody proceedings, instead of leaving it entirely within the discretion of the judge. Also, providing the judge with the ability to order services such as drug testing and parenting classes seems beneficial because it provides the judge with the authority to order services which was not expressly allowed under the prior rules. Additionally, the option to have a relaxed standard of evidence is beneficial because it allows more relevant and important information to get to the judge. The standard forms are also beneficial in that they provide the attorney and the pro se litigant with easy access to the exact information that needs to be exchanged in a case under the new rules.

Since the implementation of the rules, the Idaho Supreme Court amended rules 101, 112, 115, 210, 401, 413, 443, 504, 511, 811, and 812, and adopted rules 126 and 127. Many of the rules were amended for grammatical or clarification purposes, or for consistency purposes in response to amendments made to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Some amendments however, were significant changes. Rule 101—Scope of the Rules was amended to extend the rules to include “legal separation.” Rule 210—Third Party Practice regarding joinder and misjoinder was amended, as these rules were inadvertently left out of IRFLP. Rule 803—Judgments, modifies the rule from the strict application of its mirror rule, IRCP 54 to better fit family law cases. However, it appears that the rules still do not go far enough in tackling some of the major family law issues that are still prevalent throughout the state and additional adjustments to the Rules should be made.

A. Suggested Improvements to the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure

The reorganization of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and some of the new rules in Idaho family law, while a step in the right direction, do not address all of the problems they were intended to address. Additionally, some of the new rules have created new problems that were not present under the old system, such as increasing client costs and adding new burdens on attorneys and judges. Some adjustments should be made to the organization of the rules and the brand new rules to increase efficiency and the effectiveness of the rules in Idaho.
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1. Reorganization and Modification of the Rules to Fit Family Law

The reorganization of the rules of procedure related to family law in one place that flows in numerical order appears to be very beneficial for attorneys and pro se litigants in Idaho. One of the benefits of the reorganization is that the rules now have room to grow, and for subparts to be added to rules in a way that is relevant and makes sense for that rule. Under the old system, the rules related to family law were added to sub-parts of other rules that apply in all civil cases, not necessarily family law, which led to confusion and difficulty finding the rules. Under the new system this is no longer a problem.

Additionally, over time, the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure could begin to deviate significantly from the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure if updates are made to one set of rules, but not to the corresponding rule in the other set of rules. It could potentially be difficult to keep up with the changes and either make changes consistent to both sets of rules of procedure, or accept that over time the two sets of rules could end up very different. This opens up the door for inconsistencies between the two sets of rules. To address this issue, perhaps there should be a position in the committee that is created to update the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, who is also a member of the committee that updates the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to keep up with the proposed changes made to both sets of rules and report to both committees to see how the change will affect the rules. The deviation between the two sets of rules may not necessarily be a bad thing though, since family law is evolving into a specialized area of law and the rules can be tailored to be relevant to family law, even if that means it differs significantly from the rules of procedure that apply to other types of civil cases.

Although the reorganization of the rules pertaining to family law makes the rules easier to find and to use, especially for self-represented litigants and attorneys who do not regularly practice family law, there need to be some additional adjustments made, especially to the modification of certain rules as they pertain to family law.


266. This is evident by the fact that there have already been amendments to the rules and clarifications added as subparts to the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, effective as of July 1, 2015. With the new organization, amendments and clarifications can be added in an organized fashion, which helps with the ease of reading and understanding the rules.

267. Also, if the purpose of the rules is to better serve the specialized area of family law, just pulling over the civil rules does not satisfy that purpose. All of the rules should be tailored to family law issues. For example, Rule 54 regarding final judgments was pulled into the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure directly from the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, with no changes made. However, pertaining to family law, the rule is written so that it is difficult to get the information necessary in divorce and custody cases into the final order under this rule. This issue blew-up statewide on February 6, 2015 when the Idaho Supreme Court issued an opinion for Cook v. Arias that essentially invalidated thousands of Idaho divorces because the Divorce Decrees did not comply with I.R.C.P. 54. See Cook v. Arias,
2. Mandatory Disclosure

Mandatory Disclosure is not being complied with in many cases. The intent behind the rule was to make sure that relevant information was being exchanged by the parties early in the cases so that there is more progression forward to get cases settled. However, many attorneys around the state are not filing Responses (previously Answers), which are considered a Responsive Pleading under the rule, and are instead filing Notices of Appearances in order to avoid triggering the 35 day timeline for providing Mandatory Disclosure. By doing this, many attorneys are trying to work together to resolve the case without having to exchange Mandatory Disclosures. If they cannot come to a resolution, then the petitioner's attorney can file a Three Day Notice of Intent to Take Default, which gives opposing counsel 3 days to file a Response, which then triggers the Mandatory Disclosure timeline. Filing a Notice of Appearance instead of a Response can extend the timeline significantly.

If the purpose of the rule was for Mandatory Disclosure to be done in every family law case, regardless if the attorneys believe they can negotiate without providing the information, then the rule is not effective enough at fulfilling that purpose. If the true intent behind Mandatory Disclosure is that it should be done in every single case, regardless of whether the parties have limited assets, then the hole that was built into the rule needs to be filled. Perhaps instead of a Responsive Pleading triggering the 35 day timeline, the rule could be tied to Notices of Appearances as also triggering the timeline for providing Mandatory Disclosure. However, if this hole was built into the rule on purpose, to provide an escape clause for parties to attempt to negotiate then there may be better ways to do so. In Ada County, the magistrate judges are more involved in the Mandatory Disclosure process, and inquire as to whether or not it has been done every time the parties are in front of the judge. In Ada County, because the judges are more involved and are requiring that the parties are exchanging the information, Mandatory Disclosure.
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Disclosure is being done.\textsuperscript{274} This is not the same statewide, however. In order for the Mandatory Disclosure to be done early in the case, the judges will probably have to take more control over the process, as the judges do in Ada County. This puts additional burden on the judges to check in with the parties and make sure that in every case the parties are complying with Mandatory Disclosure, and explaining Mandatory Disclosure to pro se litigants who are unfamiliar with the process.

One way for the judge to control Mandatory Disclosure is to not sign the Final Judgment unless Mandatory Disclosure has been completed. This could potentially prolong a case because instead of the judge making a final determination and completing the Final Judgment, the judge will have to wait for the parties to exchange the required information, and then deal with any changes that come up if additional assets or information previously unknown is revealed. However, this is the exact type of problem that the purpose of having a mandatory disclosure rule was intended to prevent, so that all relevant information is provided to the parties and there are no surprises later. Therefore, there must be a balancing decision made about whether the additional time it takes to complete Mandatory Disclosure before the judge signs the Final Judgment is worth the possibility of revealing additional, potentially important, information.

Another way the judge could be more involved in Mandatory Disclosure is by creating a uniform Final Judgment that details what information is required to be disclosed by the parties under this rule once a family law case has been filed. The uniform Final Judgment could also provide a timeline for when the Mandatory Disclosure needs to be completed. The benefits of this would especially help self-represented litigants by providing the specific additional information about the rule, directly from the court, so that they know and understand they must provide this information, and that they are entitled to that information from the other party. It would also help explain the rule to self-represented litigants, who are benefited by the rule, but do not always understand the need to provide the information or that they are entitled to the same information from the opposing party.

Additionally, to enforce compliance with Mandatory Disclosure, Idaho could follow Florida's example. In Florida, under the Mandatory Disclosure rule, the parties must file a Certificate of Compliance with Mandatory Disclosure with the court.\textsuperscript{275} The form provided by the Court also includes a set of special instructions for self-represented litigants, to help them better understand Mandatory Disclosure.\textsuperscript{276}

\textsuperscript{274} This information was obtained during my interviews with various practitioners in Ada County.
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However, if the intent behind the rule is not to require disclosure of information early on in every case if there is a possibility that the parties can negotiate without disclosing the information, then there are more effective ways to do this. One option would be to actually include an opt-out clause in the rule, similar to the new relaxed standard of evidence that has an opt-out clause. The opt-out clause could provide that the parties opt-out of the Mandatory Disclosure but continue to apply the standard rules of Discovery. One problem with this method would be that the parties could opt-out of Mandatory Disclosures, even though Mandatory Disclosure would be beneficial to the parties, which defeats the purpose of having a mandatory disclosure rule entirely. One way to deal with that problem would be to require the parties to provide specific reasons why they believe Mandatory Disclosure does not need to be done in a particular case, and the judge makes the final determination. Alternatively, the rule could be altered to allow for parties to opt-out of Mandatory Disclosure when certain factors are present in the particular case, such as a limited number of assets, parties who do not have children or custody issues, etc. However, this method again puts more of a burden on the judge.

Another method to minimize the burden of Mandatory Disclosure in cases where there are fewer assets and extensive disclosure of the information is time-consuming and costly for parties who are represented by attorneys, is to follow what Florida initially did. Florida’s mandatory disclosure rule originally had a form that required minimal disclosure of information in cases where the assets amounted to less than $50,000.277 For cases where the assets amounted to more than $50,000, more extensive disclosure was required.278 This could be beneficial because it would require less time and ultimately less cost on the client who does not have many assets and therefore the mandatory disclosure as it currently is requires providing too much information in cases where it is unnecessary. But under this system of allowing minimal disclosure for parties who possess fewer assets, disclosure of some information would still be done, but the burden of how much information to disclose is significantly less.

The Mandatory Disclosure rule, although beneficial when it works properly, and both parties comply, allows for information to be exchanged earlier in the process. To work more effectively statewide, some additional alterations should be made to make the rule fit family law and be applied more consistently.
3. Temporary Orders

The rule for Motions for Temporary Orders based primarily on affidavits has been beneficial for Idaho in that it appears to have helped cases move more quickly through the court system. It is helpful to the judge to have affidavits from each side regarding the motion for temporary order, and either be able to make a determination based on the information in the affidavit, or hold a short hearing to obtain additional information. This has not only helped the court docket, because not all motions require a hearing if a decision can be made on the affidavits, but it also allows for more efficient hearings because the judge has the relevant information about the case in the affidavit, instead of waiting to get the relevant information at the hearing.

However, this new system, while more time efficient, may have created some problems because it gives the judge a lot of discretion about whether or not to hold a hearing, which could be an essential part of making a better determination in a case. For example, deciding a case based purely on the affidavits does not give the judge the opportunity to see the parties in person and get a better sense of the person’s character and demeanor. Also, it is difficult for attorneys to think of every potential question the judge may have, and without a hearing the judge may make a determination without being presented with all of the relevant and important information. One potential solution to this problem is amend the rule to require a judge to issue a short opinion that says why he decided the way he did on the motion, that way if there is information that the judge did not consider and should have, or if something he decided on was not included in the affidavits that could have helped the decision, the party could request a hearing. An additional solution would be to require that affidavits be filed, but that there still be a short hearing that the parties would be present at. The benefits of this system would be that the judge still has all of the information contained in the affidavits, but can still conduct a hearing for clarification of some information, which still allows the trial to be efficient.

Although this rule overall seems to increase court efficiency, it should be tailored to address the new problems that basing a decision purely on affidavits creates.

280. Observations based on survey results and conversations with Family Law practitioners in Idaho.
281. Attorneys have commented that holding a hearing is preferred to merely submitting affidavits because with the affidavits, the attorney must include everything the judge needs to know, often resulting in long affidavits, when it would be easier to submit a shorter affidavit and hold a hearing where the judge can ask questions of the parties.
B. Suggestions for Consistent Application of the Rules in Idaho

The new Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure, that are creating a new set of rules for a specialized area of law, is a fairly extreme change and is not a change that should be made lightly. Implementing the rules statewide without any evaluations about how each area will be affected, and with minimal training as to how to apply the rules, has created the potential problem that the rules can be applied inconsistently around the state. It also leads to some confusion about how certain rules should be applied in family law cases, as opposed to how the rule was being used under the previous system.

1. Additional Trainings

Because this is a major change for most of Idaho, there should be extensive trainings for attorneys, judges, and perhaps court assistance offices, to promote uniformity in application of the rules. There currently is a “Brown Bag Lunch” that takes place in Ada County, where the judges and attorneys get together occasionally to discuss the rules.282 These conversations should probably be happening statewide, or at least for other attorneys to have access to them so that they know and can follow Ada County’s model for how to interpret and apply some of the rules, or address certain problems as they come up. Also, there have been some CLEs specific to the rules, and the Family Law Section does some telephonic CLEs to provide additional trainings regarding the rules to the members of the Section.283 By providing more training statewide, the rules are more likely to be applied consistently by the various districts. This will also allow the other districts in the state to hear how some districts are addressing certain problems as they come up.

2. Additional Evaluations

In addition to more training, conducting additional evaluations of attorneys, judges, and court assistance officers around the state over a longer period of time will help highlight problems the rules create so that the rules can be tailored even more to better fit family law in Idaho. The Planning and Research Department that conducted the Pilot Project in the Fourth Judicial District did so for four quarters (one year), and those results, although informative, were inconclusive.284 The De-
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partment recommended that more time be taken to evaluate the rules because one year was not enough time for many attorneys and judges to use all of the rules, especially those affecting trial, and could not provide accurate feedback about how they were functioning in practice.\textsuperscript{285} The Department recommended not only that they continue to evaluate the rules and conduct surveys, but that the rules not be enacted statewide until they had the opportunity to do so.\textsuperscript{286} They also recommended that more research be done in another county in Idaho to see how the rules would impact a smaller community.\textsuperscript{287}

Ada County (which is within the Fourth Judicial District) has the largest population in Idaho, and because of the size and need, is able to have judges who specialize in family law and hear only family law cases.\textsuperscript{288} This is not the case throughout the rest of Idaho, where magistrate judges hear a wide variety of cases on a daily basis. Similarly with attorneys in Ada County and some of the larger counties in Idaho, there are more attorneys who specialize in family law; however, in rural areas it is much more common for attorneys to take cases in many different areas of practice. Functioning under two sets of civil rules for these judges and attorneys in much smaller communities could potentially be a problem, and is one area that additional evaluations would be beneficial.

Although the rules are already mandatory statewide, it would be beneficial to do some additional evaluations in all of the Idaho counties. Specifically, it would be helpful to find out how the rules are working in more rural counties for attorneys, judges, and pro se litigants. The Planning and Research Department has the resources necessary and already has a survey prepared for attorneys, judges, and pro se litigants, and therefore it would not be a huge burden to continue the evaluations statewide, or at the least in some of the smaller and medium-sized counties in Idaho.

However, the last district in Idaho to adopt the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure did so in September 2014.\textsuperscript{289} Because the rules have not been used for very long in some districts, the results of the evaluations could be inconclusive (as they were for the Fourth District) if the evaluations are only conducted for one year, since many family law practitioners may not have many cases reach the trial stage by that time. Instead, the surveys should be conducted over a longer period of time, perhaps two years minimum, to allow for the family law cases to develop and for judges and practitioners to have time to get a better
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sense of the rules and how they function in practice to be able to provide accurate and helpful feedback.

Although the Supreme Court had a period of time in which they accepted written comments on the rules, the comment period ended January 15, 2015. This was not enough time for many districts to have a significant period of time to use the rules and provide effective feedback. Therefore, additional evaluations, similar to the Pilot Project in the Fourth District, would be beneficial statewide and would help to identify and address problems around the state.

C. Proposed Additions to the Rules

The Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure are beneficial in that they are evolving into a specialized area of law to better serve the family. However, there are areas of civil law that are very similar to family law, but fall outside of the scope of the new rules. The Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure specifically exclude cases that involve adoption, termination of parental rights, guardianship, conservatorship, or petitions arising under the Child Protection Act.

The problems with excluding some of these types of cases are that they are similar to family law and face the same problems that are recurring in family law cases. Guardianship cases are similar to family law because these cases involve minor children or adults who do not have the capacity to care for themselves. Both groups of people deserve the same protections the family gets under the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure. For example, cases involving the guardianship of children (and mentally or physically incapacitated adults) benefit from a more relaxed standard of evidence where hearsay evidence and the person’s wishes regarding the guardianship could be heard. Also, in guardianship cases it could often be helpful to bring in medical or school documents that would be difficult to allow under the stricter hearsay rule of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.

While it is understandable why termination of parental rights and child protection act cases are excluded from the rules due to the significant Constitutional safeguards involved in these issues, guardianship actions, particularly for minor children, could benefit from the family law rules.

V. CONCLUSION

Family law is continually evolving in our modern society to better serve the needs of the family and protect innocent children who are of-
ten brought in to sensitive and conflict-driven situations. Although many attorneys specialize in family law, there remain a large and continually growing number of people who choose not to be represented by an attorney for a number of reasons, including the cost of having an attorney in family law cases that tend to drag on for a long time. Decisions made by a judge in a family law case often do not end the case. Family law cases are often ongoing because issues such as those in child custody cases often change as the child grows older, which necessitates ongoing monitoring and involvement by the court.

Due to the sensitive and private nature of family law, and the fact that it is becoming a more specialized area of law, the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure are addressing the concerns unique to family law. These rules help to address prominent problems in many areas of family law and ultimately are designed to complement the special area of law and make the complicated process easier on families and self-represented litigants.

The new rules of procedure do not go far enough, however, in addressing all of the problems facing family law statewide, and they have created some additional issues that did not exist before. Some of the new rules, such as mandatory disclosure, add additional burdens on attorneys and judges to comply with the rule that did not exist under the old system. Additionally, the scope of the new rules of procedure do not go far enough in that they do not cover important areas of law that are very similar to family law and should be treated similarly, such as guardianship cases. However, because the majority of the rules of procedure remain the same under the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure as they were in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, without additional modification to clarify the issues and give guidance to parties, attorneys, and the judges, the rules are not as effective as they could be. While a step in the right direction, some additional alterations must be made quickly so that the Idaho Rules of Family Law Procedure are a better fit for family law. It would be a shame to operate under a set of rules that are almost there, when they can be wholly there.

Anja R. Rodriguez*

* J.D., University of Idaho College of Law, May 2016. The author would like to give a special thanks to Professor Brooke Hardy for her guidance and encouragement on this article. The author would also like to thank her parents for their advice and continual support.
Rule 102. Applicability of Other Rules


B. Applicability of Idaho Rules of Evidence. 1. Upon notice to the court filed by any party within thirty (30) days after a response or other responsive pleading is filed, or, if none, within forty-two (42) days from the filing of the motion or petition, or such other date as may be established by the court, any party may require strict compliance with the Idaho Rules of Evidence, except as provided in Rule 102.B.3. 2. If no such notice is filed, all relevant evidence is admissible, provided, however, that the court shall exclude evidence if its probative value is outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, needless presentation of cumulative evidence, lack of reliability or failure to adequately and timely disclose same. This admissibility standard shall replace rules 403, 602, 801-806, 901-903 and 1002-1005, Idaho Rules of Evidence, except as provided in Rule 102.B.3. All remaining provisions of the Idaho Rules of Evidence apply. 3. Regardless of whether a notice is filed under Rule 102.B.1, records of regularly conducted activity as defined in Rule 803(6), Idaho Rules of Evidence, may be admitted into evidence without testimony of a custodian or other qualified witness as to its authenticity if such document (i) appears complete and accurate on its face, (ii) appears to be relevant and reliable, and (iii) is seasonably disclosed and copies are provided at time of disclosure to all other parties. C. Applicability of local rules. To the extent these rules are inconsistent with local rules, the provisions of these rules shall apply.

Rule 119. Participation of Children in Proceedings

A. Appointment of child's attorney. 1. Pursuant to Idaho Code 32-704(4), the court, in its discretion, may appoint a lawyer to represent a child in a custody or a visitation dispute and shall enter an order for costs, fees, and disbursements in favor of the child's attorney in compliance with that statute. 2. The order of appointment must clearly set forth the terms of the appoint-
ment, including the reasons for and duration of the appoint-
ment, rights of access as provided under this paragraph and ap-
plicable terms of compensation. 3. Qualifications of Child's At-
torney. The court may appoint as a child's attorney only an indi-
vidual who is qualified through training or experience in the
otype of proceeding in which the appointment is made, as deter-
moved by the court and according to any standards established
by Idaho law or rule. 4. Access to Child and Information Relat-
ing to Child. a. Subject to subdivision 3 and any conditions im-
posed by the court that are required by law, rules of professional
conduct, the child's needs, or the circumstances of the proceed-
ing, the court shall issue an order of access at the time of an or-
der of appointment, authorizing the child's attorney to have im-
mediate access to the child and any otherwise privileged or con-
fidential information relating to the child. b. The custodian of
any relevant record relating to a child shall provide access to a
person authorized by order issued pursuant to this rule to access
the records. c. A child's record that is privileged or confidential
under law other than this rule may be released to a person ap-
pointed under this rule only in accordance with that law. If nec-
esary, either or both parents may be ordered to comply with
this rule by signing any necessary releases of information that
are in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA). 5. Participation in Proceeding
by Child's Attorney. a. A child's attorney shall participate in the
conduct of the litigation to the same extent as an attorney for
any party. b. A child's attorney may not engage in ex parte con-
tact with the court except as authorized by law other than this
rule. c. In a proceeding, a party, including a child's attorney may
call any court-appointed expert witness as a witness for the pur-
pose of cross-examination regarding the witness'' report without
the advisor's being listed as a witness by a party. d. An attorney
appointed as a child's attorney may not be compelled to produce
the attorney's work product developed during the appointment;
be required to disclose the source of information obtained as a
result of the appointment; submit a report into evidence; or tes-
tify in court. e. Subdivision d above does not alter the duty of an
attorney to report child abuse or neglect under applicable law.
B. Presence of child. Unless a minor child is represented by
counsel as previously set forth in this Rule, and except in emer-
gency situations, no minor child shall provide sworn testimony,
either written or oral; be brought to court as a witness or to at-
tend a hearing; or be subpoenaed to appear at a hearing without
prior court order based on good cause shown. C. Court interview
of a child. On motion of any party, or its own motion, the court
may, in its discretion, conduct an in camera interview with a
minor child who is the subject of a custody or parenting time
dispute, to ascertain any relevant information, including the child's wishes as to the child's custodian and as to parenting time. The interview may be conducted at any stage of the proceeding and shall be recorded by a court reporter or any electronic medium that is retrievable in perceivable form. The record of the interview may be sealed, in whole or in part, based upon good cause and after considering the best interests of the child. The parties may stipulate that the record of the interview shall not be provided to the parties or that the interview may be conducted off the record. D. Testimony of a child. A motion by one of the parties to offer the testimony of a minor child shall be in writing; and shall be filed with the clerk of court, provided to the court, and served on all parties not less than 28 days prior to the hearing or trial. The court shall rule upon such a motion no later than seven days prior to the hearing or trial in the matter. On reasonable notice under the circumstances, the court may, on its own motion, compel the testimony of a minor child.

Rule 401. Mandatory Disclosure in Contested Proceedings

The requirements of this rule are minimum disclosure requirements for every family law case. Unless otherwise provided for in this rule or agreed to in writing by the parties or ordered by the court, within thirty-five (35) days after the filing of a responsive pleading, each party shall disclose in writing, signed under oath, to every other party the information set forth in this rule. A. Child Support. In a case in which child support is an issue, each party (with the exception of the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare) shall disclose the following information to the other party: 1. a fully completed Affidavit Verifying Income on a form substantially in compliance with Rule 126.I and Appendix A and a Child Support Worksheet substantially in compliance with Rule 126.I and Appendix B or C; 2. proof of income of the party from all sources, specifically including W-2 forms, 1099 forms, and K-1 forms, for the prior two (2) completed calendar years, and year-to-date income information for the current calendar year, including, but not limited to, year-to-date pay stub, salaries, wages, commissions, bonuses, dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest, trust income, annuities, capital gains, social security benefits, worker's compensation benefits, unemployment insurance benefits, disability insurance benefits, recurring gifts, prizes, and spousal maintenance; 3. proof of the amount of court-ordered child support and spousal maintenance actually paid by the party in any case other than the one in which disclosure is being provided; 4. proof of the cost of all medical, dental, and vision insurance premiums paid by the party.
for any child listed or referenced in the petition; 5. proof of the
cost of any child care expenses paid by the party for any child
listed or referenced in the petition; 6. proof of any expenses paid
by the party for private or special schools or other particular ed-
ucation needs of a child listed or referenced in the petition; and
7. proof of any expenses paid by the party for the special needs
of a gifted or handicapped child listed or referenced in the peti-
tion. B. When Health and Welfare is a party. When the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare (IDHW) is a party to a case
in which child support and/or other financial matters regarding
the child(ren) are at issue, IDHW shall disclose all financial in-
formation at its disposal after redacting social security numbers
to the other parties who have made an appearance in the case.
C. Spousal maintenance and attorneys' fees and costs. If either
party has requested an award of spousal maintenance or an
award of attorneys' fees and costs, each party shall disclose the
following information to the other 1. a fully
completed affidavit
containing the information required by Rule 504.A.2 and 2.
Unless the parties have entered into a written agreement dis-
posing of all property issues in the case or no property is at issue
in the case, each party shall prepare a list of all items having a
fair market value more than $100 of real and personal property,
including, but not limited to, household furniture, furnishings,
antiques, artwork, vehicles, jewelry and similar items in which
any party has an interest, together with the party's estimate of
current fair market value (not replacement value) for each item.
In addition, each party shall provide to the other party the fol-
lowing documents: 1. copies of all deeds, deeds of trust, purchase
agreements, escrow documents, settlement sheets, and all other
documents that disclose the ownership, legal description, pur-
chase price and encumbrances of all real property owned by any
party; 2. copies of all monthly or periodic bank, checking, sav-
ings, brokerage and security account statements in which any
party has or had an interest for the period commencing six (6)
months prior to the filing of the petition and through the date of
the disclosure; 3. copies of all monthly or periodic statements
and documents showing the value of all pension, retirement,
stock option, and annuity balances, including Individual Re-
tirement Accounts, 401(k) accounts, and all other retirement
and employee benefits and accounts in which any party has or
had an interest for the period commencing six (6) months prior
to the filing of the petition and through the date of the disclo-
sure, or if no monthly or quarterly statements are available dur-
ing this time period, the most recent statements or documents
that disclose the information; 4. copies of all monthly or periodic
statements and documents showing the cash surrender value,
face value, and premiums charged for all life insurance policies in which any party has an interest for the period commencing six (6) months prior to the filing of the petition and through the date of the disclosure, or if no monthly or quarterly statements are available for this time period, the most recent statements or documents that disclose the information; 5. copies of all documents that may assist in identifying or valuing any item of real or personal property in which any party has or had an interest for the period commencing six (6) months prior to the filing of the petition, including any documents that the party may rely upon in placing a value on any item of real or personal property; 6. copies of all business tax returns, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and all documents that may assist in identifying or valuing any business or business interest for the last two (2) completed calendar or fiscal years and through the latest available date prior to disclosure with respect to any business or entity in which any party has an interest or had an interest for the period commencing twenty-four (24) months prior to the filing of the petition; and 7. copies of any bankruptcy filings of the parties, or either of them. If a party does not possess a copy of any of the above documents, they shall provide the name, address and telephone number of the custodian of the documents.

E. Debts. Unless the parties have entered into a written agreement disposing of all debt issues in the case or no debts are at issue in the case, each party shall prepare a list of all debts identifying the creditors and the amounts owed. In addition, each party shall provide to the other party the following documents: 1. copies of all monthly or periodic statements and documents showing the balances owing on all mortgages, notes, liens, and encumbrances outstanding against all real property and personal property in which the party has or had an interest for the period commencing six (6) months prior to the filing of the petition and through the date of the disclosure, or if no monthly or quarterly statements are available during this time period, the most recent statements or documents that disclose the information; and 2. copies of credit card statements and debt statements for all months for the period commencing six (6) months prior to the filing of the petition and through the date of the disclosure.

F. Disclosure of witnesses. Forty-two (42) days before trial each party shall disclose the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of any witness whom the disclosing party expects to call at trial, along with a statement fairly describing the substance of each witness's expected testimony. A party shall not be allowed to call witnesses who have not been disclosed at least forty-two (42) days before trial, or such different
period as may be ordered by the court. G. Disclosure of expert witnesses. Forty-two (42) days before trial each party shall disclose the name, address and telephone number of any person whom the disclosing party expects to call as an expert witness at trial, the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, the substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected to testify, a summary of the grounds for each opinion, the qualifications of the witness, and the name and address of the custodian of copies of any reports prepared by the expert. A party shall not be allowed to call an expert witness who has not been disclosed at least forty-two (42) days before trial or such different period as may be ordered by the court. H. Continuing Duty to Disclose. The duty described in this rule shall be a continuing duty, and each party shall make additional or amended disclosures before a motion hearing or trial in the event new or different information is discovered or revealed. I. Not Filed with Court. The disclosures shall not be filed with the court. The party receiving disclosures shall retain the original of the disclosures with a copy of the notice of service affixed thereto until one (1) year after final disposition of the action. At that time, the originals may be destroyed unless the court, on motion of any party and for good cause shown, orders that the originals be preserved for a longer period. J. Notice of Serving. The party serving disclosures shall file with the court a notice of when the disclosures were served and upon whom.

Rule 504. Motions for Temporary Orders – Mandatory Disclosure

A. Form of motion. A party seeking temporary orders pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 32-704 and 32-717 shall file a separate verified motion, or a motion and affidavit, with the court setting forth the legal and jurisdictional bases for the motion and the specific relief requested. The motion shall include the following information and documents where relevant: 1. Custody and parenting time. If a party seeks an order for temporary custody, parenting time or visitation, the motion shall set forth a proposed parenting plan specifically stating the custody, parenting time and visitation requested for all parties to the action. If not contained in a separate affidavit or pleading previously filed in the case, the motion shall set forth all facts that are required to be disclosed by Idaho Code Section 32-11-209. The motion shall further set forth the following additional information: a. the name and date of birth of each child who is subject to the motion; b. the nature and extent of any special needs of each child; c. a description of the manner in which the parents are currently caring for the child/ren. If the parties live separately, then include a description of the manner in which they have cared for the child/ren, both before and after separation; d. each parent’s
current work schedule; e. the nature and extent of any circumstances known to the moving party that would subject the child/ren to a risk of neglect or abuse in either parent’s custody including, but not limited to, substance abuse or dependence, and domestic violence. 2. Child support, spousal maintenance and attorney’s fees. If a party seeks a temporary child support order, the motion shall be accompanied by a completed Affidavit Verifying Income and Child Support Worksheet setting forth the amount requested in accordance with the Idaho Child Support Guidelines set forth in Rule 126.I. All motions for temporary orders of child support, spousal maintenance, attorney’s fees, and the division of community income shall set forth the specific amount requested and shall provide the following information to the best of the moving party’s knowledge: a. the name of each party’s employer; b. the amount of each party’s monthly income, both gross and net supported by an accurate photocopy of the moving party’s most recent pay stub; c. an itemization of the amount of each party’s reasonable monthly living expenses; and d. if reasonable monthly expenses exceed the parties’ combined net income, the identity of each and every community asset, including a statement of its fair market value, which is available to sell or borrow against in order to meet the reasonable needs of the parties and their children. B. Response to motion. A party who wishes to file a response to a verified motion for temporary orders shall file an affidavit containing the same information that is required of the motion. C. Motions for temporary orders. Motions for temporary orders shall be heard and decided exclusively on the motion and affidavits unless, at the hearing on the motion for temporary orders, the court determines that the parties should be allowed to present evidence. In such case, the court shall schedule an evidentiary hearing within a reasonable time. Service of the motion, affidavits, and legal memoranda, if any, shall be governed by Rule 501.C.1 – 6.

Rule 1001. Other Family Law Services and Resources

In addition to services prescribed elsewhere in these rules, the court may order the services set forth in this rule, if available, in a family law case. A. Mental health services. The court may order parties to engage in mental health services, including, but not limited to, counseling and other therapeutic interventions. B. Substance abuse screening and testing in cases where custody or parenting time are at issue. Upon an allegation or showing that a party has abused drugs or alcohol, including prescription medication, the court may order substance abuse screening and random testing of that party. The court shall designate the fre-
quency of testing and apportion responsibility for payment of screening and testing. C. Parent education. The court may order the parties to engage in parent education. The court may order supplemental or additional education, such as parenting skills classes and parental conflict resolution classes. D. Family violence prevention services; domestic violence shelters; advocacy services. Goals of the court include prevention of domestic violence and protection of parties and children from domestic violence. In pursuit of these goals, the court may implement family violence prevention services, including, but not limited to, family violence prevention centers and victim advocacy services. If the court finds evidence of an act or threat of domestic violence in a case, the court may refer the parties to services that the court deems appropriate for victims and batterers.

APPENDIX B

1. The reorganization of the Idaho Rules of Procedure related to family law have made the rules easier to use in family law cases because the rules flow logically the way a family law case proceeds.

2. The rule implementing motions for temporary orders based on affidavits has saved time and costs in obtaining a temporary order.

292. Survey results on file with author. Survey answers have not been altered from their original format.
COMMENTS: I believe this process encourages people to make false representations to the court because they do not have to appear in front of the Judge. Being able to determine someone's demeanor in court is often critical for a Judge to make a better decision.
1/30/2015 4:24 PM

Disagree clients are not happy with the process because they do not feel they have had their day in court kids are yanked away based on who prepares the best affidavit not necessarily the facts to support therefore attorneys are hired when pro se could handle themselves.
1/29/2015 2:46 PM

Also, this rule, properly utilized by a presiding magistrate, can prevent one party from unnecessarily dragging out a case for weeks longer than necessary.
1/29/2015 2:09 PM

It is still a work in progress, but it absolutely has the potential to save time and costs.
1/27/2015 11:23 AM

The rules indicate that temporary motions will be decided on affidavits, but do not specify how many affidavits can be submitted in support/opposition, so it can (and has) lead to multiple affidavits from not just the parties but supporting witnesses as well. This increases costs and time.
1/27/2015 10:11 AM
3. The new relaxed standard of evidence under IRFLP has made it easier to get relevant information to the judge.

**COMMENTS:** While I agree with this statement, it has created problems also.
1/27/2015 1:54 PM

4. The new rule guiding the participation of children in proceedings requiring advance notice has made the litigation process more consistent and easier on children.

**COMMENTS:** I feel that NO child should be involved in the court process when custody is at issue, UNLESS the child is mature enough to handle the contentiousness of the litigation process. Although sometimes it is absolutely necessary for a child to testify (in cases of molestation or other abuse), unless it is critical, children should be kept OUT of the process. I believe this encourages attorneys to utilize the children as leverage.
TAILORING THE RULES: FINDING THE RIGHT FIT OF RULES OF PROCEDURE TO SUIT IDAHO FAMILY LAW

1/30/2015 4:27 PM

Not sure about that.

1/30/2015 1:30 PM

I haven't had experience under this rule yet. I see it being a positive thing, although increasing costs with the attorney requirement.

1/27/2015 11:23 AM

5. The new mandatory disclosure rule has resulted in information being exchanged earlier in the process.

![Bar Chart]

**COMMENTS:** Most attorneys are not complying with this rule yet, but this will likely change as the rules become more familiar.

2/8/2015 8:47 AM

But most of the time this mandatory disclosure does not give me all of the information I really need. People are very creative in "hiding" income. You need bank statements, financial statements, etc. to really determine a person's income.

1/30/2015 4:28 PM

Frankly, the old style discovery was more productive.

1/29/2015 2:47 PM

This is true, sometimes. But, overall it has created additional work and costs for the client.

1/27/2015 1:55 PM
The participants do not always comply with the timelines.
1/27/2015 11:29 AM

Could be tightened up more by also tying to filing of a notice of appearance.
1/27/2015 11:23 AM

The mandatory disclosure timeline often requires more cost up front when a case might be resolving, so it is my experience that attorneys will mutually agree to delay formally disclosing the mandatory disclosures in the interests of reaching a settlement and keeping costs down.
1/27/2015 10:19 AM

**6. The deadline for supplying the mandatory disclosure information (35 days after a responsive pleading) is sufficient.**

![Bar Chart]

**COMMENTS:** if the parties will abide by the rule
1/27/2015 11:30 AM

This is true where attorneys are upfront with clients as to what needs to be collected. Self-represented litigants still have no clue as to this. Perhaps an automatic order in family law cases would assist with raising awareness.
1/27/2015 11:24 AM

**7. The new Mandatory Disclosure rule has made the Discovery process more cost efficient and time saving.**
In addition to the mandatory disclosures, each case will have its own set of specific documents and/or interrogatories.

8. Any comments, concerns or suggestions regarding the Mandatory Disclosure rule?
The addition of sanctions for failure to comply will be helpful.

It's a good idea. It needs to be tweaked a bit.

It is long overdue

This Rule is not working the way it was intended to work. It creates additional work and costs for the clients.

15 - 20 days would be better.

Extend the time for the disclosures to allow a chance for the parties to see if they can informally disclose information and resolve the case.
I think the timeline is too short and creates a lot of unnecessary work for the parties in cases that aren't overly contested. I also think the disclosure rules need to be tailored to the divorce vs. custody as different information is needed depending on the case.

1/26/2015 8:11 PM

9. The standard forms (i.e. Inventory of Property and Debts, Uniform Family Law Interrogatories, and Mandatory Disclosure) have been helpful and time-saving in most cases.

COMMENTS: Every family law case is different. The Uniform Interrogatories don’t always address the relevant facts in a particular case. The same is true for the Mandatory Disclosure. Discovery is all about information gathering.

1/30/2015 4:31 PM

10. Do you have any additional comment, concerns, or suggestions regarding the IRFLP?
They have only been in use now since July 1, 2014 for my county. I think it will take a lot longer to really be able to effectively analyze the new rules. I strongly feel that there would be more effective ways of helping family law cases than the changing of all the rules. But no one asked me my opinion at the time....so I'll just go with the flow!! I will look forward to reading your article in the ILR. Good luck!

1/30/2015 4:33 PM

Fine job by the drafters. They are not perfect, but they are incredibly well done considering the enormity of the task.

1/29/2015 2:10 PM
I believe the rule of evidence exist for a reason and that the IRE should apply in family law cases with the exception of informal custody 1/27/2015 11:32 AM

The rules need to address emergency ex parte motions for custody/restraining orders -- are they supposed to be covered by the "temporary motions will be decided by affidavit" or a different rule? Also, IRCP 54's requirements make it impossible to have a decree of divorce be a "final" order. 1/27/2015 10:25 AM

I think there needs to be additional changes made to streamline the rules to family law, i.e. ex parte emergency motions need to be clarified and the rules shouldn't just restate the civil rules. 1/26/2015 8:12 PM